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Article abstract
This note questions the most frequently used conceptual model in the analysis
of the collective action of Francophone groups outside Quebec, more
specifically those from the West, that is, the model oí communities whose
collective identity is defined and whose actions are motivated by their will to
survive. As an alternative or a complement to this model - generally used in
ethnic studies -, the author proposes that research should emphasize especially
the relations between these communities' élites and the 'external' political
environment. The resources made available to these groups by the Secretary of
State of Canada constitutes an essential element in this environment. While
favoring a certain degree of development, federal resources and the conditions
for their use have often contributed to redefining the 'collective identity" of
Francophone groups in the West through the effect they have had on changing
the composition of their élites and the spheres, style and patterns of action of
these élites.
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